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 This up-to-date, thorough source and reference for assessing product substances, quality, and
their effect on the skin, hair, and fingernails takes the guesswork out of aesthetic ingredients and
their features.Answers at your fingertips!
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I actually enjoyed the appendix with botanical Latin names This book is okay..We enjoyed the
appendix with botanical Latin brands. However, I was disappointed at how they seldom mentioned
side effects of substances like phototoxins/ photosensitizers,cytotoxins,pro-oxidants, etc. They stated
studys sometimes by some defenitions but by no means cited it. Well-written.I bought my own. I also
sensed like there were plenty of ingredients they left out too like state: rayon, bimaprost, isopropyl
cloprostenate,saffron,musk ambrette and others. I will use this reserve in researching elements in
cosmetics and other skin care products. Very helpful to breakdown and research various products
to create good choices. A must have for anybody in your skin care industry Ever wonder what
your skin care products actually contain? Do you browse the ingredient label and find yourself
considering what is apparently a jumbled type of misspelt words? Well now you can have Milady's
SKINCARE and Cosmetic Ingredients Dictionary by your side to decode the cryptic lines of
ingredients on products. I love to know very well what the heck is usually this thing when
considering the labels. And lets encounter it, you'll never remember each and every ingredient
outlined on every product in the world, so having a dictionary readily available is so useful! Very
useful While there are several apps that are more portable, they're not completely in a position to
replace this reserve. The only draw back is that it isn't continuously up to date and there are many,
many different names for each ingredient. I have researched a number of skincare and cosmetic
elements since ordering this book. I am in college and I use this together with the Milady's reserve
the institution has provided. reliable resource as an addition to my skincare library Guidance A
classmate of mine bought this publication and shared it with the class. Would recommend to any
skincare professional/student Very detailed literature!. When I had taken a look at the book and the
price..I am not done scanning this yet,so I'll update my review shortly,but for now I would
recommend another cosmetic dictionary by Ruth Winters. Would recommend to any skincare
professional/student! I go online at the substances first, consider the elements dictionary and make
my decision easily should buy it predicated on that. Not absolutely all the ingredients in the world are
in this book, but its the only one There is to be helpful so far. An excellent book to go with the other
Milady's books This is an excellent book for anyone thinking about mixing their very own ingredients
for products. anyone who would like to dive into skincare industry Excellent & A little something extra
that the various other students don't have. Well done Extremely informative and helpful. Must buy
Great condition Five Stars I take advantage of it a function. I was feeling a little uncomfortable going
out into the world as a new Esthetician and not knowing lots of ingredients. I avoid it all the time, but
anytime I decide to buy a new skin care product or cosmetics. Five Stars Very satisfied customer!
KNOW WHAT YOUR GAINING YOUR FACE! A must have for pros & I found it very useful to raised
understand the elements in skin care products that I take advantage of and work with every day.
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